COMMUNITY-BASED HOSPICE & PALLIATIVE MEDICINE (CHPM)

CHPM 7001 - Comm-Based Hospice and Pall Med Fellowship - A (8 Credits)
For physicians MSPC students who are accepted as CB-HPM Fellows. Graduate Medical Education and supervision for fellows to complete all clinical requirements for patient care and meet HPM Milestones. Pre- or Co-Requisite - PALC 6511/12
Grading Basis: Letter Grade with IP
Typically Offered: Fall.

CHPM 7002 - Comm-Based Hospice and Pall Med Fellowship - B (8 Credits)
For physicians MSPC students who are accepted as CB-HPM Fellows. Graduate Medical Education and supervision for fellows to complete all clinical requirements for patient care and meet HPM Milestones. Pre- or Co-Requisite PALC 6511/12
Grading Basis: Letter Grade with IP
Typically Offered: Spring.

CHPM 7003 - Comm-Based Hospice and Pall Med Fellowship - C (4 Credits)
For physicians MSPC students who are accepted as CB-HPM Fellows. Graduate Medical Education and supervision for fellows to complete all clinical requirements for patient care and meet HPM Milestones. Pre- or Co-Requisite - PALC 6511/12
Grading Basis: Letter Grade with IP
Typically Offered: Summer.

CHPM 7004 - Comm-Based Hospice and Pall Med Fellowship - D (8 Credits)
For physicians MSPC students who are accepted as CB-HPM Fellows. Graduate Medical Education and supervision for fellows to complete all clinical requirements for patient care and meet HPM Milestones. Pre- or Co-Requisite - PALC 6511/12
Grading Basis: Letter Grade with IP
Typically Offered: Fall.

CHPM 7005 - Comm-Based Hospice and Pall Med Fellowship - E (8 Credits)
For physicians MSPC students who are accepted as CB-HPM Fellows. Graduate Medical Education and supervision for fellows to complete all clinical requirements for patient care and meet HPM Milestones. Pre- or Co-Requisite - PALC 6511/12
Grading Basis: Letter Grade with IP
Typically Offered: Spring.

CHPM 7006 - Comm-Based Hospice and Pall Med Fellowship - F (4 Credits)
For physicians MSPC students who are accepted as CB-HPM Fellows. Graduate Medical Education and supervision for fellows to complete all clinical requirements for patient care and meet HPM Milestones. Pre- or Co-Requisite - PALC 6511/12
Grading Basis: Letter Grade with IP
Typically Offered: Summer.